The Lexington Assessment and Reception Center (LARC) and Lexington Correctional Center (LCC) form a prison complex for men. With a capacity of more than 1,450 inmates, LARC serves as the state intake facility for all male inmates. LCC serves as a long-term incarceration facility. LARC opened in 1977 next to the Lexington Correctional Center (LCC). Today, the complex includes the maximum security assessment and reception unit, LCC (a medium-security prison), and the Rex Thompson Minimum Unit.

**Specialized Units**

All men sentenced to prison in Oklahoma first go to Lexington Assessment & Reception Center. There, ODOC staff identify inmates, review their sentencing documents, enter inmates’ information into agency systems, interview inmates, and complete assessments to determine the best facility to place them. Oklahoma Correctional Industries Prison Industry Enhancement program trains inmates in telemarketing for electricity sales to Texas and Arkansas.